This work discusses the relevance of three sky cover (SC) indices for solar radiation modeling and forecasting. The three indices are global in the sense that they integrate relevant information from the whole sky and thus encode cloud cover information. However, the three indices also emphasize different specific meteorological processes and sky radiosity components. The three indices are derived from the observed cloud cover via total sky imager (TSI), via measurements of the infrared radiation (IR), and via pyranometer measurements of global horizontal irradiance (GHI). We enhance the correlations between these three indices by choosing optimal expressions that are benchmarked against the GHI SC index. The similarity of the three indices allows for a good qualitative approximation of the GHI irradiance when using any of the other two indices. An artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm is employed to improve the quantitative modeling of the GHI sky cover index, thus improving significantly the forecasting details of GHI when all three indices are used.
Introduction
In the context of the near-future scenario where a significant amount of variable energy resources is used to produce electricity, power producers, utility companies, and independent system operators will rely heavily on streaming information to balance and manage the variability of energy supply and demand. SC is the most critical variable in forecasting solar energy power generation. Satellite images are common source of cloud cover information but they lack the detailed temporal and spatial resolution required to accurately monitor the operational effects on solar energy for a given site. A shortcoming of using satellite images for cloud information is the lack of detailed temporal and spatial resolution required to accurately monitor the operational effects on solar energy for a given site [1] . An alternative approach is to use ground based sky images from TSI where data can be gathered at high frequency, but even then such information is only available during daytime. Thus, night cloud cover information that is relevant for forecasting solar power generation in the early morning hours is not registered. An additional problem of completely relying on TSI data is the high costs associated with imaging instruments, which limits their utilization for covering large regions [2, 3] .
One of the objectives of this work is to address some of these shortfalls by developing a technique for obtaining cloud cover information using infrared radiometers (IR) as a complement to the development of cloud cover methods based on the visible part of the electromagnetic radiation spectra. Some previous works have examined how to extrapolate cloud information from solar radiation (SR) and other recent works have also included infrared radiation to predict cloud cover [3, 4] . Measurements that use IR are cheaper relative to sky imaging measurements, are characterized by high measurement and collection frequency, and are already located at many standard weather monitoring stations [2] , and therefore wider coverage is possible. Another advantage of using IR radiometers is that they are sensitive to cloud cover during the night time [4] , which is critical to forecast morning shoulder ramping rates.
The intended application of our results is to incorporate the IR measurements as inputs to solar radiation forecast models. To this extent, solar forecasting methodologies rely on cloud cover information with varying rates of success [1, 5, 6] . In Refs. [1] and [5] , sky cover is obtained from forecasts provided by the National Weather Service (NWS) where the data sets can be used to produce same-day and several days ahead hourly solar forecasts. Cao and Lin [6] used cloud cover data retrieved from a weather station forecasts given in specific category format: overcast, sunny, cloudy, and cloudy and sunny where the categories were later processed using defuzzification techniques. These previous approaches, however, have generally neglected the use of infrared radiation and thus ignored opportunities for improvements in forecasting performance.
Our goal is to correlate TSI cloud cover measurements, IR, and SR at the Earth's surface and to use this information as input for modeling and forecasting of the SR. In order to develop the various correlations, we gather TSI and IR measurements and correlate both measurements with SR data. We note that each of these measurements is affected by the amount of the cloud cover present. There are inherited limitations to developing such correlations since they depict different information about the underlining atmospheric processes. For example, sky cover values obtained from the TSI are typically based on the proportion of pixel values above some threshold in the visible range. The IR measurements are sensitive to many factors, including surrounding temperature, sky temperature, relative humidity, atmospheric composition, and the presence of nearby clouds. Out of all these factors, cloud presence contributes the most to the variations in IR and our objective is to isolate these effects. The variability of SR is also strongly dependent on clouds.
Our approach correlates cloud effects on TSI and IR with the cloud effects on GHI. We then produce estimates of GHI based on TSI and IR. Section 2 presents the data sets used and explains the methodology of our analysis. In Sec. 3, we study three SC indices based on IR, TSI, and GHI measurements. Section 4 shows the results of the GHI estimates based on the IR and TSI indices. Section 5 demonstrates the importance of the IR and TSI information for the improvement of GHI forecasts based on ANN algorithms. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. 6.
Data Collection and Methodology
The data used in this work correspond to the period between October 3 and December 3, 2010 at the University of California 1 Merced Solar Observatory. This period is characterized by a mixture of clear and overcast days. All instruments are located within 4 m radius of each other and are strategically placed so that shading and interference effects are minimized. Additional meteorological data sets, such as dewpoint temperature and soil temperature, are taken from the California Irrigation Management and Information Systems (CIMIS) at the Merced weather station (#148), which is located within 7 km of the UC Merced solar observatory (sol.ucmerced.edu).
Global Horizontal Irradiance.
We consider the effects of cloud cover on GHI. An Eppley PSP (precision spectral pyranometer) measures irradiance at wavelengths between 0.285 lm and 2.80 lm, which comprises approximately 98.5% the solar spectrum. The amount of GHI has a diurnal dependence on the solar zenith angle. In order to remove this dependence, to isolate the cloud effects on GHI, and to compare to sky cover indices based on the TSI and IR measured values, we consider the clearness
GHI clear is computed using the ESRA model adopted from Refs. [7] and [8] . In order to choose an appropriate value for the Linketurbidity factor (T L ), the following clear-days from the 2010 data set were used: October 10-15, and 20, and November 1, 15, and 24. By varying the T L and comparing with the clear-days, a suitable value for T L was found to be 7. On the clear-sky data set, the model produces an MBE and RMSE values of À17.1 W/m 2 and 21.0 W/ m 2 , respectively. These errors are small compared to the larger GHI fluctuations resulting from cloud effects, so we do not expect our GHI clear estimates to contribute much to the random and systematic errors on the subsequent correlations.
From the above equation, K g ¼ 1 for clear days and a very small value for cloudy days depending on total cloud cover. Sky cover variability based on GHI can be defined as
These sky cover estimates are compared in the next sections. In terms of solar modeling and forecasting, the most important sky cover quantity is the one based on the clearness index (K g ). Therefore, the TSI-and IR-based cloud cover quantities are benchmarked according to the clearness index values.
Infrared Measurements.
The instruments used for measuring radiation are oriented on horizontal surfaces. The solar irradiance was measured with a pyranometer (PSP), and the infrared radiation was measured with a pyrgeometer (PIR), both of which were manufactured by Eppley Labs [9, 10] . In the PIR, the case and dome temperatures are recorded along with net infrared radiation (c). The IR is calculated according to [11] 
where T d is the instrument dome temperature, T c is the instrument case temperature, k is constant with value k ¼ 3.5 as recommended by the manufacturer, and r is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant. The detector which measures K g is sensitive to radiation at wavelengths between 3.5 lm and 50 lm. In this range of wavelengths, radiation is mostly emitted from objects close to 300 K and virtually no radiation from the Sun is received at these wavelengths. The intensity of the infrared radiation from the Sun is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the intensity in the visible spectrum. It is also about an order of magnitude smaller than the intensity of the IR radiation emitted by the Earth. In this respect, the clear-sky values of IR are approximated by the Stephan-Boltzmann relationship with emittance e that depends on the dewpoint temperature (T dewpoint ) and time of day [12] IR clear ¼ erT
where t is the number of hours from midnight and the ambient temperature is used in place of the sky temperature. The time variable (t) helps to remove the ambient temperature diurnal patterns introduced by estimating IR clear from T ambient . A more reasonable way to remove the diurnal patterns is to model e as a function of relative humidity. Because the above equations give satisfactory estimates of IR clear , we defer the aforementioned corrections.
Total Sky Imager Data.
Images of the sky are taken by the Yankee Environmental Systems, Inc. TSI instrument [13] . The images are processed with the manufacturer's software that classifies pixel values for images taken with a camera located above a rotating hemispherical mirror. The mirror contains a band that continuously blocks the mirror from the sun (see Fig. 1 ). The processed sky cover information from the TSI includes fractional sky cover due to thin and opaque clouds, which are distinguished by the light blue and white shaded areas in Fig. 1 . The proportion of these areas to the total circular area is classified as fractional sky cover. Images are taken and processed at 1 s intervals from which hourly values are subsequently calculated.
The TSI does not produce other cloud properties such as cloud type, speed, or height. The information in the above list is given as a time-series which only includes day-time values since the sky-imager does not process images in the dark. As shown in Fig. 1 , the built-in classification algorithms do not always classify all the clouds preset. Developing more accurate classifications is essential for a more precise use of the TSI. However, we do not address this issue here. Values calculated with the YES built-in algorithms are used in this paper.
Correlating Sky Cover Indices
Cloud cover information is based on TSI, IR, and GHI measured values. The relations given in Table 1 show how SC is computed using data from each of the instruments. Note that the SC 
quantities based on the TSI and IR contain parameters that are used for fitting the data on SC that is based on GHI. This is because in this study we are specifically interested in extracting predictive information to forecast GHI. For the case of the TSI, we assume that a linear combination of the thin and opaque sky cover correlates well with the SC GHI . This approach is more general than simply adding thin and opaque values because the coefficients may help to correct some of the errors introduced during image processing of the sky images. For IR, we base SC IR on the difference between measured IR and estimated clear-sky values of IR (IR clear ). The differences are denoted as d IR , which we estimate (based on Fig. 2 ) can be fitted quadratically with SC GHI .
In order to apply the correlations properly, it is necessary to remove early morning and late evening hours when estimating the parameters. The reason for this is because errors are easily encountered when calculating SC GHI when GHI clear is small. Also, for a few days in the data set, condensation on the domes of the PSP instruments occurred due to morning fog. Thus, to estimate the parameters for SC TSI and SC IR we use only the day-time data set from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. to avoid data contamination. Figure 2 clearly shows strong correlation effects among the GHI and IR sky cover indices. In particular, it seems appropriate to estimate the cloud effects as a function of the difference d IR ¼ (IR-IR clear ) using a quadratic polynomial fit (see Table 1 ). The polynomial coefficients are calculated based on a least squares regression fit as shown in the figure. As for the GHI clear , we used the set of 10 clear days. The fit produces an R 2 ¼ 0.884 and RMSE ¼ 9.46 W/m 2 .
We obtain the values of the parameters in Table 1 The level of quantitative and qualitative agreement of the three sky cover indices discussed above is shown in Fig. 3 .
Calculating GHI From Sky Cover Indices
In Sec. 3, we derived relationships between sky cover quantities inferred from TSI, IR, and GHI measurements. Polynomial fits were used to correlate TSI and IR sky cover with GHI sky cover. From these fits, we can approximate GHI from TSI and IR by manipulating the equations and using the curve fits for each SC
Applying the above GHI estimates from IR and TSI measured values, the time-series in Fig. 4 is obtained for October 15-17. Note that night values are automatically set to zero due to the multiplication of GHI clear . Both of the estimates agree very well for the days shown, particularly the clearest day. Note the locations of the cusps especially for November 16. The close agreements obtained here are an indication that the formulation prescribed so far for relating the values obtained from the GHI, IR, and TSI instrumentation is correct, and thus motivates the use of the SC indices as valid inputs for forecasting models. A scatter plot (see Fig. 5 Alternatively, one can use a linear combination of opaque and thin TSI data to compute SC TSI and then from SC TSI estimate GHI (see Eq. (7)).
ANN Forecasting of Solar Radiation Using Sky Cover Indices
In this section, we apply the results obtained in the previous sections to the development of a forecast model for GHI. To the knowledge of the authors, no forecast methodology based on TSI based sky cover (cloud effects) for hourly and intra-hourly prediction have demonstrated major gains in accuracy, and none have used IR. The approach we adopt is to forecast the GHI-based SC index at 1 h ahead intervals, then use Eq. (2) 
where the forecasting input variables include previous values of the SC indices at times t, t À 1 h, and up to t À n h. The model f() can be a function based on a number of statistical forecast modeling approaches including ones used in solar irradiance modeling (ARIMA, ANNs, k-NN) [14, 15] . We use ANNs as these models have a proven record for solar irradiance forecasting [15] .
The ANN model that we select is a feed-forward type composed of one input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer. The input layer is comprised the inputs according to the arguments of Eq. (8) and the output layer is the value that we would like to predict SC GHI (t þ 1). The number of time delays is set to n ¼ 3. The number of neurons in the hidden layer is fixed at 10. The activation functions of the hidden layers are sigmoidal and the output neuron has a linear activation function. We use Bayesian regularization to adjust the weights of the ANN synapses, and the models are trained until convergence of the weight values [16] .
In order to identify which time-series variables contribute to the best forecasting performance, we apply the ANN model using four input combinations. The first input combination uses only the GHI-based SC index time-series, the second input set consists of SC indices based on GHI and IR, the third input set consists of SC indices based on GHI and TSI, and the fourth input set consists of all the SC indices. Figure 6 shows the results of the ANN forecasting using various SC inputs. The days shown are the same as the ones in Fig. 4 . One can immediately see the improvement over the results depicted in Fig. 4 . In particular, the position of the cusp on October 16 is properly reproduced by all ANN that use an additional SC input besides the GHI data. By looking at October 17 one concludes that the ANN forecasting that uses all three SC indices seems is more accurate. These observations are yet to be confirmed by examining more cloudy days. However, as seen from Table 2 , the advantage of using TSI and IR data together is clear. 
